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This paper investigates the complex interrelationships of qualitative socio-economic variables 
in the context of Boolean Regression. The data forming the basis for this investigation are 
from the German Micro-census waves of 1996 – 2002 and comprise about 400 000 
observations. Boolean Regression is used to predict how birth events depend on the socio-
economic characteristics of women and their male partners.  
Boolean Regression is compared to Probit. The data set is split into two halves in order to 
determine which method yields more accurate predictions. It turns out that Probit is superior, 
if a given socio-economic type is substantiated by less than about 30 observations, whereas 
Boolean Regression is superior to Probit, if a given socio-economic type is verified by more 
than about 30 observations. Therefore a “hybrid” estimation method, combining Probit and 
Boolean Regression, is proposed and used in the remainder of the paper. Different methods of 
interpreting the results of the estimations are introduced, relying mainly on simulation 
techniques.  
With respect to the reasons for the prevailing low German fertility rates, it is evident that 
these could be decisively higher if people had higher incomes and earned more with relative 
ease. 
From a methodological perspective, the paper demonstrates that Scientific Use Files of socio-
economic data comprising hundred thousands or even millions of observations, and which 
have been made available recently, are the natural field of application for Boolean Regression. 
Possible consequences for future social and economic research are discussed. 
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“What concerns the economy, is entangled”, wrote the German satirist Kurt Tucholsky in his 
Summary of Economics.
1 This sentence, written in 1931, and intended partly seriously, partly 
humorously, is still frequently used in academic debates in Germany. It is an all-purpose 
argument that social or economic life is too complex to be captured effectively by a handful 
or even dozens of quantitative equations, with which socio-economic models normally work. 
The argument is almost always true, but has, nevertheless, been rejected as too simplistic. 
What else but quantitative models was at hand? To be sure, there were empathic case studies 
and descriptive reasoning which focussed on the sense and logic of human behaviour. 
However, even a large collection of case studies does not constitute a general theory, and 
descriptively deduced theorems are often too complex or fuzzy to be falsificable. In short, the 
argument was accepted grudgingly , because there was no serious alternative. 
 
In the 1990s, however, a new academic discipline was established: “Complexity Theory”. Its 
development is closely associated with problems arising mainly from the fields of biology and 
artificial intelligence.
2 Given the needs of economics described in the above paragraph, it 
seemed a natural development that economics would turn to this new theory of complexity to 
overcome its methodological problems. The interdisciplinary bridge between complexity 
theory and economics was established by the so-called evolutionary economics, which is 
concerned mainly with the development of markets, firms and products,
3 and not so much 
with socioeconomic behaviour.
4 An adaptation of complexity theory for socioeconomic 
purposes, especially household theory, was proposed by Hufnagel (2000). This theoretical 
approach has remained uncontested so far. However, the theory still needs an empirical 
foundation. This will be set out in more detail in the present paper. 
 
A study of the so-called Boolean grids belongs to the paradigmatic core of complexity 
theory.
5 Boolean grids can be described as follows. Assume n Boolean variables (BV) x1, x2, 
…, xn. Boolean variables can only assume the value 0 or 1 (or “false” or “true”, “off” or “on”, 
and so on). A function y=f(x ,…,x 1 n) mapping a vector of BVs to another BV y is referred to 
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1 „Was die Weltwirtschaft angeht, so ist sie verflochten“, Tucholsky (2002, p. 195). 
2 See the well-known books of Kauffman (1995) and Holland (1995). 
3 See Arthur, B., Durlauf, St., Lane, D. (1997) and, as another example, Frenken (2006). 
4 Regarding the field of political analysis, see the reasoning in Braumoeller (2003, pp. 210-215) on “causal 
complexity”. 
5 See again Kauffman (1995) and Hufnagel (2000). 
6 Quine (1962,1974), Rudenau (1974). 
  2⊕ means the Sum Modulo 2, which is the same as a logical “either ..or..”. The coefficients am 
are Boolean as well. 
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t x x ,..., 1 The dynamic can evolve in various different ways. The vector   may remain 
static or proceed in a simple periodicity. On the other hand, it can yield a highly complex 
periodicity, what Kauffman called quasi-chaotic behaviour. At the frontier of quasi-chaotic 
and static behaviour we find sub-critical behaviour of the iteration. It is sufficiently stable to 
ensure an identity over time, and yet, it is flexible enough to react to and balance out 
disturbances, and finally to evolve. These are properties, that, from a biological perspective, a 
living being needs, or, in socio-economic terms, an institution needs.  
 
Using Boolean grids in socio-economics seems to be a logical approach. Among the variables 
frequently used are many that are naturally binary: male/female, employed/unemployed, 
child/adult, and so on. All qualitative or ordinal variables, such as professions, activities, 
degrees, nationalities, attitudes, norms etc., are easily encoded by binaries. The few remaining 
truly metric variables, such as age and income, can be reduced to binaries by classification. 
An institution is defined as a set of rules. Rules are easily transposed into logical sentences 
and these, in turn, into Boolean expressions.
7 Hence, institutions can be modelled as a 
Boolean grid. These considerations promise an interesting and useful new field of research, 
because it is a fundamental issue to determine whether a given institution is too static, is sub-
critical enough to evolve, or too chaotic to be sustainable. 
 
Whether a Boolean grid behaves statically, sub-critically or quasi chaotically, depends on the 
Boolean functions by which it is constituted. Kauffman’s finding is that the behaviour of a 
grid tends more towards flexibility, the more variables the Boolean functions fi in (1-3) 
depend on and the more ∧s and ∨s are needed to express the Boolean function. Accordingly, 
if we are interested in the properties of a Boolean grid, we must determine the shape of the 
functions f in (1-3), which is equivalent to estimating the coefficients a i m in Equation (1-1). 
This exercise is referred to as Boolean Regression (BR).
8
 
Before we can consider the new domain of a social science based on the use of Boolean grids, 
we must, therefore, be able to master BR. At first glance, this seems fairly straightforward. It 
is logical to develop BR through a simple analogy to a common multivariate linear regression. 
                                                 
7 E.g.: “All adults who are not prisoners and not subject to legal control are entitled to vote”. Assume y=entitled 
to vote, x1=adult, x2=prisoner, x3=under legal control. The above rule can then formally be written as 
y ⇔ x1∧(¬(x ∨x 2 3)). For further examples and a detailed analysis of the general considerations relating to the 
applicability of Boolean grids in socio-economics, see Hufnagel (2000). 
8 See Boros et al. (1995), Ruczinski et al. (2002). 
  3We need: 
 
a) a measure of how well the estimated function fits the data.  
b) an algorithm to find the best fitting function 
c) a measure of the significance of the estimated coefficients am. 
 
A final test of any method fulfilling a)-c) should be to split the data into two halves. One half 
is used to estimate a best fitting function and the other half to control subsequently, how well 
this function predicts in a new data set. The author made several attempts with BR, using data 
sets drawn from the German socio-economic panel (GSOEP) and from the Time Use Survey 
(TUS) of the “Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland”, Germany’s national office of statistics. 
These data sets typically involve hundreds or thousands of people. The author used methods 
suggested by Boros et al. (1995) and his own considerations. Using the data-splitting test, the 
results turned out to be disappointing. The specific problems involved with Boolean 
regression can be outlined as follows.  
 
Let us suppose one makes a preliminary selection of 75 regressors xi for the purposes of a 
socio-economic investigation. Naturally, not all will be significant, so that, in a publication, 
we may ultimately present a table with 10 – 20 significant regressors. These are typical 
magnitudes, considering, for example, investigations on such topics as the estimation of 
Mincer’s wage equation etc. If we started a Boolean regression with 75 variables, however, 
we would have to estimate 2
75 75  coefficients am. Now, 2 ≈38⋅10
21 , i.e. 38 pentillions, a number 
whose magnitude can be regarded as astronomic. This causes problems, concerning b) and c) 
mentioned above. 
 
Ad b): The optimizing algorithm must be programmed carefully, so that the computer 
concludes its calculations within a reasonable period of time. 
 
Ad c): Assume that we define a measure of significance as follows. The coefficients am can 
only take the values 0 or 1. Let be a m a )
m the true value,   the estimated value. Define a measure 
of significance α by  ) ˆ ( Pr m m a a ob ≠ = α . If we set, for example, α=0.0001 and n=25, we 
would expect 0.0001⋅2
25 = 3355 wrongly estimated coefficients, which would severely reduce 
the chances of obtaining a useful prognosis. 
 
A further point is that there is still another method for dealing with one binary variable which 
depends on a set of binary regressors: Probit.
9 This method can conveniently be used, because 
it is nowadays included in standard statistical software packages, yields significant results 
when using hundreds of observations and takes at the most a few minutes to perform. So, it 
has not only to be shown that BR can work in a reliable manner, but also that it is superior to 
Probit, at least in some aspects. Else it would not be worthwhile to exert oneself with this 
method, as a more comfortable and faster method is available. 
 
As consequence of these difficulties that the author experienced, he came to the conclusion 
that only the use of large data sets was really appropriate for BR. A potential opportunity for 
testing this conjecture arose over the past few years, because a scientific use file (SUF) from 
the German micro-census was made available to researchers. The German micro-census is a 
random drawing of 0.5 % of the population and hence comprises hundreds of thousands of 
observations. It seems sensible to use these recently available data to try out BR again and to 
compare it to Probit. 
                                                 
9 Or Logit. For details, see Paragraph 2.1. 
  4Fertility was chosen as the focus of the regression. Given the low birth-rates in Germany, the 
topic is fundamentally relevant in the first instance. Furthermore, there is a large body of 
literature, both theoretical and empirical, on this classic field of socio-economic research, so 
that we are unlikely to be misled by invalid results caused by the method used, because 
comparisons with the enormous body of existing knowledge are possible.  
 
A comparison of Probit to BR is also of interest from an epistemological point of view. BR 
relies on classical logic, descriptively formulated by Greek philosophers (therefore also called 
Aristotelian logic), handed down by scholars and algebraically formalized in the 19
th century 
by Boole and Frege. Logic reasoning can be implemented in technical equipment by using 
such switches as relays, valves or transistors. Conventional science must argue coherently, 
that is, it must follow the rules of logic.
10 However, logic is not a natural gift that people 
possess intrinsically, it has to be taught and learned. Medieval students had first to pass the 
Trivium, consisting of grammar, rhetoric and dialectics, the first and last of these containing 
formal logic. Nowadays, students of mathematics or philosophy generally need to pass a 
course on logic in order to obtain their degrees. Think of the Star-Trek TV-series. Such 
characters as Mr. Spock or Mr. Data are often contrasted in an amusing manner to real 
humans. People challenge each other to think or act logically. Obviously, they could behave 
in quite different manner as well. 
 
But what is this illogical thinking? Over the past decades, researchers have tried to formalize 
our everyday half-logic, half-intuitive thinking by means of so-called fuzzy logic.
11 In 
classical logic, a sentence or a composition of sentences can only have a truth value of 0 or 1. 
In fuzzy logic, a truth value can assume any value in the interval [0,1]. Any function f, 
mapping a vector (x1,…,x )∈[0,1]
n
n  to a number y∈[0,1] can be seen as a fuzzy logic operator. 
In this sense, the Probit-prediction Φ(a ⋅x 1 1 + … + a ⋅x ), with real coefficients a n n i and the 
standard normal distribution Φ can be interpreted as a kind of a fuzzy-logic Or. 
 
The human brain does not consist of determined switches in the form of transistors. It consists 
of neurons, which are cells that collect input information by means of synapses and convey an 
output through their axon. The input potentials x are weighted by weights a i i, the output 
activity y is an S-shaped function of the sum of the weighted inputs.
12 Accordingly, a neuron 
processes information in a similar manner to a Probit–prediction. One neuron alone cannot 
simulate all logic operations as and, or, either-or, not, implies and equivalent to. However, if 
one arranges them into a neuronal network consisting of several layers of neurons, this 
network is able to emulate the operations of classical logic and to form types, i.e. to define 
internal entities which fulfil given properties.
13 14  In large areas of the human brain , 6 layers of 
neurons can be found. Having more than two layers of neurons is a property that occurred 
during the evolution of animals. Simple animals, such as jelly fish, are restricted to simple 1 
or 2 layer reception-action systems.  
 
Therefore, in terms both of biological evolution and in human (scientific) history, we find a 
path leading from an intuitive Probit-like logic to the possibility of information processing 
through classical logic and classification. We may suppose that this path led to a higher level 
                                                 
10 “The epistemology of science involves applying a series of tests: 
The test for coherence consists of determining whether the conclusions adduced follow logically from the 
assumptions which have been made….” Eichner (1986, p.5).  
11 Zimmermann et al. (1984). 
12 Spitzer (2000, p. 22). 
13 Spitzer (2000, p. 125 onwards). 
14 As well as in the brains of other mammals. 
  5of mental capability, at least concerning some aspects of life and reasoning. On the other 
hand, intuitive thinking and simple animals still survive. Therefore, simplicity must have its 
advantages as well. 
 
Given these considerations, there is more than mere technical interest in comparing Probit and 
BR. We should also investigate the question what form of social perception offers what kind 
of advantages or disadvantages. Further implications of this investigation for social science 
theory are in the concluding Section 6.  
 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews how Probit works and 
contains a discussion of BR. Section 3 briefly outlines fertility theory, provides an overview 
of the micro-census data used and the variables selected for this investigation. Section 4 
compares the predictive power of Probit and BR by splitting the data set into two halves. 
Based on the insights gained from Section 4, the entire data set is used for a BR and the 
results are reported in Section 5. The final Section 6 firstly discusses the implications for 
social policy of the results presented in Section 5. Secondly, the possible consequences for 



































  62. Probit and Boolean Regression 
 
This section sets out the stochastic models underlying Probit and BR. There exist fine 
explanations of Probit in textbooks
15, however, because some details of interpretation are 
subsequently discussed in this paper, the model is summarised in Section 2.1 of this paper for 
convenience. Concerning BR, Boros et al. (1995) should be mentioned. However, in this 
paper, we do not follow their approach to BR, which opposes Logit (and hence Probit) 
through the notion that Logit predicts probabilities, whereas BR directly predicts outcomes of 
0 or 1 (Boros et al. 1995, p. 203). Furthermore, their concept of significance was not found to 
be particularly helpful when dealing with socio-economic data. Accordingly, a different 





Let be given a BV y∈{0,1} and n variables xi (i=1,..,n). Let be N the number of observations 
of these variables, denoted by( ) N x x y n ,..., 1 ,..., ,
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(2-1) consists of N inequalities in n+1 unknowns. If N>>n+1, there will normally be no 
solution to this system. Therefore, a further random or unobserved variable ε is introduced, 
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holds. ε is assumed to be standard normal distributed. The density function of the standard 
normal distribution is denoted by φ(.) and its cumulative distribution function by Φ(.). From 
(2-2), we obtain: 
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15 E.g. Judge et al. (1988, pp. 785 ff.), Baltagi (2002, pp. 331 ff.), Woolridge (2006, pp. 582 ff.). 
  7Now, let be (a ,..,a 0 n) the vector of coefficients that maximises the LLH. We can interpret this 
vector, the result of the Probit, according to Equations (2-2) and (2-3), in two ways. 
 
1. Direct Prediction 
 
For a given observation of the independent variables ( )
] [ ] [
1 ,...,
ν ν
n x x , we predict y
[ν]=1 if and 
only if: 
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2. Probabilistic interpretation 
 
For a given observation of the independent variables ( )
] [ ] [
1 ,...,
ν ν
n x x , the probability that y=1 is 
 
) ... (
] [ ] [
1 1 0
ν ν
n n x a x a a ⋅ + + ⋅ + Φ . 
 
This latter interpretation makes sense especially if all the xi are Boolean. Then, the set of all N 
observations ( )
] [ ] [
1 ,...,
ν ν
n x x  can be split into 2
n subsets  , characterised by  m τ
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1 =
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n m x x T (2-6)  , 
 
where Tm is given by (1-2). Let Nm be the cardinality of τm. Tm indicates the properties (xi) 
that must be fulfilled or that must not be fulfilled, so that an observation belongs to a certain 
subset or micro-type. In the set of N observations, micro-type m will have Nm members. For 






k = (2-7)    
 
the frequency of y=1 in micro-type m is defined (for Nm>0). By  
 
( ) m n x x τ
ν ν ∈
] [ ] [
1 ,..., (2-8)      for  ) ... (
] [ ] [
1 1 0
ν ν
n n m x a x a a p ⋅ + + ⋅ + Φ =   
 
we hence obtain a predictor for the actual frequency km of y=1 for micro-type m based on the 
Probit-procedure.  
 
A measure α for the significance of a coefficient ai is given by defining α as the probability 
that the increment of the LLH is random when x
16  is added to the list of regressors. i
 
17 There are many ways to define a measure for the goodness of fit of Probit.   
 
Regarding the Maximum-Likelihood-approach inherent in Probit, one can define, for 
example, McFadden’s Pseudo measure of determination as: 
                                                 
16 For a more detailed explication, see Woolridge (2006, pp. 587-588). 
17 Again, a detailed discussion can be found in Woolridge (2006, pp. 589 ff.). 






full − = − ψ (2-9)     . 
 
LLHfull is the Log-Likelihood of a model with all regressors x ,…,x 1 n having been estimated. 
LLH  is the Log-Likelihood of a model with only intercept a 0 0 and no regressors. It holds that 
0≤ψ-R
2 2 <1 and the fit is the better, the greater ψ-R . 
 
With respect to the direct prediction interpretation of Probit, simple hit-rate criteria can be 
formulated. In terms of the probabilistic interpretation, one can compute the correlation 
between pm and km. 
 
These concepts are used in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper, in which Probit is compared to BR. 
Next, however, we expose BR, also using Maximum-Likelihood-Estimation and also 
discerning a direct prediction and a probabilistic interpretation. 
 
 
2.2 Boolean Regression 
 
Assume N observations of n+1 BVs ( ) N x x y n ,..., 1 ,..., ,
] [ ] [
1
] [ = ν
ν ν ν . We look for a Boolean 
function f that is able to describe or approximate the observations: 
 
(2-10)    y = f(x ,…,x ).   1 n
 
In general, there will be no Boolean function f, so that (2-10) holds for all observations. 
Therefore, we must formulate a stochastic model 
 
(2-12)     N x x f y n ,...., 1 ) ,..., (
] [ ] [ ] [
1
] [ = ⊕ = ν ε
ν ν ν ν
 
with a Boolean random variable ε. There is only one parameter for determining the 
distribution of ε, namely p=Prob(ε=1). ⊕ means the sum Modulo 2 or a logical either-or, i.e. 
“anti-equivalence”. 
 
Each Boolean function can be represented as 
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and Boolean coefficients am.  
  9The T are disjoint in the following sense.   m 
 
 
n (2-11)  For a given ν∈{1,.., N} there is one and only one μ∈{1,…, 2 } 
with  .  1 ) ,..., (
] [ ] [
1 =
ν ν
μ n x x T
 
All other Tm are 0 for this observation ν. 
 
 
n For a given m∈{1,…, 2 }, the set of observations is split into 4 subsets whose cardinalities 
are given by : 
 
(2-13)    
  Tm=0  Tm=1  
y=0 N-K-Nm+K N m m-K N-K  m
y=1 K-K K K  m m
 N-N N N  m m
 
There are N observations, for K of them, y=1 holds and for N-K, y=0 holds. For a given m, 
there are Nm observations with Tm=1 and hence N-Nm observations with Tm=0. For Km 
observations, Tm=1 and y=1 hold and hence, for Nm-Km observations, Tm=1 and y=0 hold. 
Finally, we have N-K-Nm+Km cases with y=0 and Tm=0 and K-Km cases with y=1 and Tm=1. 
Observe: 
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If we substitute (1-1) into (2-12) we obtain: 
 
(2-14)     .  N x x T a y n m m m
n
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The task of determining the coefficients am in (2-14) is referred to as Boolean regression 
(BR), as mentioned briefly in the introduction. If, for a certain ν, equation (2-14) holds with 
ε
[ν]=0, we talk of a correct prediction or a hit. If ε
[ν]=1, we talk of an error. 
 
 
There are (at least) 3 criteria by which the coefficients am in (2-14) can be determined:  
 
a) Maximise the likelihood of the observations 
 
b) Maximise the number of hits in the set of observations 
 
c) Maximise the expected number of hits in another sample than the one observed, but drawn 
from the same basic sample.  
 
 
a) and b) lead to the same algorithm. To proof this equivalence, put: 

























(2-26)      
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Proof of the equivalence of maximising likelihood and maximising hit-rates: 
 
[ν] Each observation ν can be mapped to a certain Tμ by (2-11). Depending on aμ , ε  in (2-14) is 
determined by the following scheme: 
 
[ν] a ε μ=0 Aμ=1 
y
[ν] 0 1  =0 
y
[ν] 1 0  =1 
                                                        . 




  aμ=0 Aμ=1 
y
[ν] 1-p p  =0 
y
[ν] p 1-p  =1 
                                                            . 
 
 
The product over the probabilities of all observations ν is the product of the probabilities of 
all observations that are mapped
18 to m=1, multiplied by the product of all observations that 
are mapped to m=2, …and so on, until … times the product of the probabilities of all 
observations that are mapped to the final m=2
n. Hence, the approach (2-14), using (2-13) and 
(2-15), leads to the likelihood-function 
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18 Compare (2-11). 
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Considering equation (2-17), we see that the likelihood is increased, or at least not decreased 
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  13It holds 
 
(2-23)   N1 + N2 = N    K1 + K2 = K. 
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From (2-23) and (2-25) follows: 
 
1 = + II I p p (2-27)                       . 
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(2-28)    
                                                                                                     . 
 
K/N is now given empirically by the set of observations. If K/N < ½, we obtain pI<½ from the 
first line of (2-28), which is consistent with assumption I. Moreover, from (2-27), in this case, 
follows pII≥½, also consistent with assumption II. The converse applies, if K/N≥½, we obtain 
from the second line of (2-28) pII≥½, which is consistent with assumption II, and then, from 
(2-27) pI<½, consistent with assumption I. To resume both solutions (2-18) and (2-20) of the 
task of maximising the likelihood of (2-14) are feasible. 
 
From (2-24) and (2-25), we obtain the maximum likelihoods: 
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By substituting (2-27) into (2-29), we obtain 
 
(2-30)                                       . 
max max
II I LH LH =
 
Therefore, for task a), both solutions, (2-18) and (2-20) seem to be equal. Because we had set 
p=Prob(ε=1), the expected value of correct predictions in (2-14) will be (1-p)⋅N. Hence,  
(2-18), with p<½, maximises the number of hits in (2-14), whereas (2-20) maximises the 
number of errors. From a practical point of view, whether we use (2-18) and (2-20) makes no 
difference, because, if we are able to predict as incorrectly as possible, we also are able to 
predict as correctly as possible – relying on the “tertium non datur”. To express it differently: 
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are dual approaches to the same problem with regard to the contents. (2-18) and (2-20) are 
dual solutions. Because (2-18) directly maximises the hit-rate, we confine our analysis to this 
approach. 
 
Next, we provide a further proof of why (2-18) maximises the number of hits. Suppose we set 
all am=0 in (2-14). The number of hits H is then N-K. Looking at (2-13), we can see that the 
number of hits changes by 
 
(2-32)   .  ) ( m m m m K N K H − − = Δ
 
We maximise H, if we set all am=1 which fulfil ΔHm>0, i.e. 2Km>Nm, which leads us again to 
(2-18) or identically (2-26) q.e.d. 
 
Now let us return to task c). We draw another sample from the same basic one as the sample 
underlying (2-14). How can we determine the coefficients am in (2-14), so that the expected 
value of hits in a new random sample is maximised. In other words, how can we find a 
Boolean function that is appropriate for an ex-ante prognosis? We cannot simply use the 
solution of a) and b) for c), because, with (2-26), all coefficients am with Nm=0 remain 
undetermined. Indeed, subject to the circumstances of typical empirical socio-economic 
research, there are inevitably many undetermined coefficients. If we work, for example, with 
40 regressors, there would be 2
40 coefficients am to be determined, about one trillion. It would 
not matter if N were 1000, or 100 000 or even one million, there will always be about one 
trillion undetermined coefficients. 
 
If Nm has been 0 in a given sample, it is not very likely that it will be greater 0 in a new 
sample, but it might happen. Because there are many cases with Nm=0, in another sample, we 
  15can expect observations that are mapped to a Tμ with an undetermined aμ. Accordingly, for 
these observations, no or only arbitrary prognosis is possible, whether y=1 or y=0. Therefore, 
to complete BR, we have to find ways to fill this gap. There are many ways of doing so and 
we will construct some in the remainder of this section and test them in Section 4. 
 
Let be πm the probability or frequency in the basic sample that y=1, given Tm=1. 
 
). 1 | 1 ( Pr = = = m m T y ob π   (2-33)  
 
We approach the task c) as follows. The sample to be drawn, i.e. the sample for which we 
provide an ex-ante-prognosis, will have N’ observations. The number of observations with 
Tm=1 shall be Nm’. The expected value of the number of observations with y=1 will be K’, 
with 
 










If we set all am=0, the expected number of hits H’ in the new sample will be: 
 
(2-35)    H’ = N’ – K’     . 
 
If we change a certain am from 0 to 1, H’ will change by 
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(2-37)    
                                                                        . 
 
 
Thus, to complete c), we need estimates for the πm, which have to be based on the known 
observations. 
 






k = ˆ A second possibility is to use the Laplacian estimators  . In this case, (2-37) would 
coincide with (2-26), the maximum-likelihood-estimators. However, the problem remains of 
what to do if Nm=0. 
 
A third possibility is to use Bayesian estimators. We consider this in more detail below.  
  16If we do not have any information on the basic sample, we can only make suppositions based 
on π
19
m.  We formalize this supposition by a probability density function g(πm). This density 
should be sufficiently flexible, but also reasonably tractable in algebraic calculations. It is 
usual
20, for a purpose such as ours, to assume that g(πm) follows a Beta-distribution: 
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= B α≥0 and β≥0 are real parameters, B(α,β) is given by  , where Γ(.) 
denotes Euler’s Gamma-function. 
 
For a given πm, the probability that, among Nm drawings, there will be Km with y=1 (compare 
to this (2-13) and (2-33)), is: 
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Given the density function g(πm), the probability that the number of drawings with y=1 given 
Tm=1 assumes the value Km is: 
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By Prob(πm|Km), we denote the probability density function that we assume πm to follow, if 
we have had the information, that among Nm drawings with Tm=1, there was Km times found 
y=1. g(πm) is the a-priori distribution, a supposition made before the drawings. Prob(πm|Km) is 
the a-posteriori distribution, the density we assume after obtaining the information from the 
drawings. How the information from our empirical observation changes the a-priori density to 
the a-posteriori density, is given by Bayes’ theorem, which can be deduced from the axioms 
and definitions of probability theory: 
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= (2-42)                 . 
 
                                                 
19 The basic idea behind Bayesian inference and a discussion on its epistemological status are provided, for 
example, by Chalmers (2006, pp. 141). 
20 Compare to this point Evans et al. (2000, p. 34). 
  17Substituting (2-38), (2-39) and (2-41) into (2-42) shows that Prob(πm|Km) is just another Beta-
distribution, which combines a-priori assumptions (α,β) and a-posteriori information (Km,Nm) 
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(2-46)                               . 
 
 
If we set α=1 and β=1 the a-priori distribution g(πm) assumes the special form of a 
rectangular distribution, i.e. each πm is assigned the same probability a-priori. This is known 





, and if we estimate πm  using its 
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which can therefore be characterised as “Laplacian”. 
 
If we leave the determination of α and β open, and if we use the expected value for (hence 













(2-48)   . 
 
For great Km and Nm, i.e. for many observations, the parts of α and β become neglectible. 
That is, it does not matter which a-priori assumption had been made. The Bayesian estimator 
approaches the Laplacian estimator. On the other hand, even if Nm=0, the Bayesian exists, 
unlike the Laplacian estimator. However, an a-priori assumption for α and β has to be made. 
 
In this paper, α and β are chosen as follows. For each m∈{1,…,2





k = . We represent all the values yielded for km in a histogram. We approximate this 
  18histogram by a Beta-distribution density and hence determine an α and β. Section 4 contains 
an explanation of how this works in practice. 
 
So far, we have developed three methods of determining estimators for the πm and hence to 
solve task c) (prognosis with new data) of BR: 
 
, given by (2-8)   1. Probit-estimation of πm 
 
2. Laplacian or Maximum-Likelihood estimation of πm, given by (2-47). 
 
3. Bayesian estimation of πm, given by (2-48).  
 
Because the estimation of the πm is a central part of BR, as shown, we can interpret the results 
in two different ways, as demonstrated in Section 2.1 yet for the case of Probit. 
 
1. Direct prediction 
 
We predict y=1 if πm>½ and y=0 if πm≤½. The criterion for goodness of fit is the hit-rate. 
 
 
2. Probabilistic interpretation 
 
Through the request Tm=1, the basic sample is separated into 2
n disjoint classes. For each of 
these classes, πm yields the probability that y=1. 
 
By means of (2-43), we can construct estimators for πm and confidence intervals for these 
estimators. For greater Km and Nm, (2-42) peaks as its mode and can be approximated by a 
normal distribution. This makes the (approximate) calculation of confidence intervals more 
convenient. For example, we could construct central confidence intervals for πm by adding 
and subtracting λ⋅σm to   with the usual values for λ as, for example, λ=1.65 or λ=2.57.  m π
 
By means of (2-43), it is also possible to construct a concept of significance for direct 
prediction. Looking at (2-37), we decide for am=1, when the estimated value of πm is greater 
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The following two tables give some idea of the requirements for the magnitude of Nm if one 
wants to attain reasonable levels of significance in practice. The values for α and σ are 
evaluated according to (2-49) and (2-46) for some values of   and N m π m. 
 
(2-50) 
      m π m π
  α  0.55  0.63  0.74    σ  0.55  0.63  0.74 
25 0.279  0.084  0.005  25 0.094 0.091 0.082
100 0.16  0.005  2⋅10
-7 100 0.049 0.048 0.043
 




-17 1000 0.016 0.015 0.014
  19The table shows that, depending on  , at least N m π m>25 should be required, but hundreds or 
even thousands of observations per micro-type τm might be necessary, or at least desirable. 
Because the number of micro-types is 2
n, when n is the number of regressors, BR is only 
likely to be successful in practice, if large data sets are at hand. Therefore, German micro-
census data with hundred thousands of observations were chosen to try out BR. 
 
To conclude, in this section, we have developed a method of BR with three sub-methods, 
depending on how the estimators for πm are chosen. Below, we test and compare these sub-
methods using German micro-census data and a classical theme of socio-economics: fertility. 
The results of the tests and comparisons are shown in Section 4. In the following Section 3, 









































  203. Investigating Birth Rates in Germany by Micro-census Data 
 
Since the end of the post-war Baby-boom in the mid-seventies, fertility rates in Germany have 
been far below the level 2 that would be necessary for an autonomous reproduction of the 
population (through own births), as shown in Fig. 1. This development has been widely 
discussed in terms of social science and social policy, but the diagnoses and recommendations 
differ. More on this theme can be found in Hufnagel (2007). This present paper will be 
restricted to a brief overview of three classical theories that provide an anchor to these debates 
and to the interpretation of empirical results. Further on, we briefly introduce the data set used 
for this investigation, namely the German micro-census scientific use file (SUF), which has 
recently been made available by the Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland. 
 






















The fertility rates are calculated by dividing the number of births by the number of women aged 15-47. They 
thus correspond to the average number of children a woman conceives during her lifetime (“Durchschnittliche 
Kinderzahl je Frau”). The most current number provided by the Statistisches Bundesamt is 672 700 children 
born in Germany in 2006 what means a fertility rate of 1.33. 
 
 
3.1 Fertility theory 
 
Children are not directly comparable with other goods such as coal or wine (or countless other 
items), especially as one cannot simply buy or sell them on a market. An analogy is 
nevertheless appropriate, because they yield utility, but also entail costs. In terms of the usual 
commodities, we can differentiate between an inferior and a superior income reaction, 
depending on whether demand falls or rises with increasing income. Using this terminology, 
the essential core of Malthus’ (1803) fertility theory suggests the thesis that children are 
superior goods. In times of economic prosperity and in more prosperous classes of society, 
more children are born and bred than in economically difficult times and than among the 
lower-income group of the population. As the main instruments for reducing the number of 
children, Malthus recommended delaying or avoiding marriage and sexual abstinence in 
  21wedlock. If the “poorer classes” did not rely on the above instruments, child mortality caused 
by poverty would automatically lead to a decline in the number of adult offspring. That 20
th 
century has made available less joyless methods of birth control und very substantially 
reduced child mortality in the developed countries, does not lower the significance of 
Malthus’ thesis. In Fig. 1, looking at the three great collapses in birth statistics after the two 
World Wars and during the Great Depression, we find an impressive confirmation of 
Malthus’ ideas. 
 
On the other hand, there has been a secular trend of decreasing fertility rates in the developed 
countries during the past century, and in the poorer countries fertility rates are higher than in 
the wealthy countries, both facts in obvious contradiction to Malthus’ theory. In order to fill 
this theoretical gap, some supplements are clearly needed. Among these, the most important 
stem from Becker (1981) and Easterlin (1973). 
 
According to Becker, decreasing birth-rates in the industrialised countries during the 20
th 
century can be explained mainly by better job opportunities for women and rising female 
wage-rates. He agrees with the assumption that children are superior “commodities”, he even 
justifies this by indicating that there are no close substitutes for them. However, he then points 
to the familiar economic insight that not only income, but also the price of a good determines 
demand: the higher the price, the lower the demand. The price of children can be derived from 
the costs of children. The costs of children comprise direct costs (food, clothes, school fees 
etc.) and indirect or opportunity costs. Opportunity costs occur, because children have to be 
cared for. The time that a parent devotes to child care cannot then be devoted to paid 
employment. The cost per hour of child care is thus related directly to the prevailing or 
potential market wage rate of the parent. According to Mincer’s (1974) wage equation, the 
wage rate depends on human capital and especially on an individual’s level of formal and 
vocational education. Because the attending parent is generally the mother, Becker claims that 
the price of children is higher, the higher a women’s level of education and work force 
participation. Accordingly, declining fertility rates in the industrialised countries during the 
20
th century are only due to improvements in female education and increased participation 
rates. However, this argument only holds when two assumptions are made. Firstly, society or 
women regarded themselves as mainly responsible for child rearing. Secondly, there are no or 
not enough cheap or state-subsidised public institutions which provide child care. Looking 
again at Fig. 1, many demographers believe that the fertility decline in the last quarter of the 
past century in Germany is convincingly explained by Becker’s framework. 
 
Yet, another prominent extension of Malthus’ theory is provided by Richard Easterlin. He 
extends Malthus’ approach, saying that it is not the absolute, but the relative economic 
position that counts. “Relative” may mean in relation to others or in relation to the past. 
Accordingly, if one generation has experienced growth, even starting from a low level, they 
will feel (subjectively) prosperous, and if the following generation experiences economic 
stagnation, it will feel subjectively poor, even at an objectively higher economic level as the 
preceding generation. If one’s neighbours are economically better off, one will feel poorer, 
even if the own economic conditions per se are not bad. Therefore, Easterlin’s thesis is that 
fertility will decline if economic development stagnates or is not as good as expected. 
Alternatively expressed, if aspirations grow faster than the economic base, birth-rates will 
decrease. Looking at Fig. 1, Easterlin’s theory seems to provide a plausible explanation of the 
collapse of birth rates in Eastern Germany during the 1990’s.
21
 
                                                 
21 Hufnagel (2004). 
  22In addition, the work of the ecologist Colinvaux (1980) should be mentioned. His theory is 
broadly similar to those of Malthus and Easterlin, but he again stresses that population is able 
to regulate its offspring, depending on the perceived prospects for their future.
22
 
A declining population will cause problems, at least in the long run, for the infrastructure, 
labour market and social systems. Given the low starting level, it seems a reasonable goal to 
increase German birth rates to a level of about 1.7 again.
23 There is less unanimity on how to 
achieve this goal. If the diagnosis is conducted in terms of Malthus and Easterlin, the remedy 
would be to foster rising incomes in Germany and provide more direct subsides to young 
families. If the diagnosis is more along the lines of Becker, more subsides to public child care 
and appeals to fathers to commit more to looking after their children
24 are necessary. Those 
agreeing with Easterlin’s diagnosis on aspiration levels, complain about “softening of young 
people in Germany”. 
 
The theories of Malthus, Becker an Easterlin all are falsificable and all have empirical 
content. Statistical investigations abound, the result is that the causes may coexist parallel 
with one another. Which one dominates, may depend on the particular time and country.
25 We 
now add a further statistical investigation, which is new in approach and worth doing in so far 









3.2 Variables from the German micro-census used for this investigation 
 
The SUF to the German micro-census comprises several hundred thousands people for whom 
several hundred variables are available. It covers the years 1995-2002. Because variable 
definitions have partly changed, we restrict the analysis to the years 1996-2002. Given that we 
wish to consider the data for the mother and the father of a child, we restrict the analysis to 
(heterosexual) couples (married or unmarried). Because the objective is to investigate fertility, 
the analysis is restricted to couples in which the woman is aged 15-46. Thus we use
26 357 502 
married couples and 63 256 unmarried couples. 
 
The dependent variable for our investigation is BIRTH, that is, whether the wife had born a 
child in the past year. However, this item is not available in the micro-census. We therefore 
use a proxy, the number of children aged 0-2 living in the household and belonging to the 
family. As independent variables, all variables that describe economic conditions, socio-
economic status, income, human capital, attitudes and child-care availability are of interest, 
given the theoretical basics outlined in Paragraph 3.1. There are about one hundred variables 
relating to these criteria.
27  
 
                                                 
22 A description and discussion of his ideas can be found in Hufnagel (2007). 
23 See Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend (2005). 
24 See also Hufnagel (2002). 
25 See also the surveys of Schultz (1973) and Macunovich (1998). 
26 After some of the usual data cleansing for missing or implausible values. 
27 A shortlist, a description and significances (Probit) of them can be found in Hufnagel (2007). 
  23Tab. 1 Descriptive Statistics of the Boolean Variables Used for this Investigation 
 
420 758 Couples (married or living together, heterosexual), drawn from the German micro-census SUF, waves 
1996-2002. The variable assumes the value 1, if the property given below under “Description” is true, otherwise, 
it assumes the value 0. 
 
Variable  Description  Mean 
BIRTH  A child in the age 0-2 lives in the household and family  0.166 
ALTERF1  Woman’s age < 25  0.068 
ALTERF2  Woman’s age 25-29  0.145 
ALTERF3  Woman’s age 30-34  0.226 
ALTERF4  Woman’s age 35-40  0.289 
EHE  Couple is married  0.850 
ALTERM1 Man’s  age  <31  0.169 
ALTERM2  Man’s age 31-40  0.435 
MITHM  Man is helping member of a farmer’s family  0.001 
UNTM  Man is an entrepreneur (large or middle sized firm)  0.061 
ICHAGM  Man is an entrepreneur (small firm)  0.045 
ARBM  Man is a worker  0.384 
NETM  Man does not pursue paid work  0.091 
ANGM  Man is a clerk  0.346 
BAUER  Man is a farmer  0.010 
BEAM  Man is a public servant   0.061 
CLASSM1  Man’s net income < 1000 DM p.m.  0.039 
CLASSM2  Man’s net income 1000 – 2500 DM p.m.  0.283 
CLASSM3  Man’s net income 2500 – 4500 DM p.m.  0.474 
CLASSM4  Man’s net income 4500 – 7500 DM p.m.  0.152 
CLASSM5  Man’s net income > 7500 DM p.m.  0.034 
AZUBIM  Man is in vocational training  0.004 
SOLDATM  Man is a soldier  0.007 
ASUM  Man is looking for paid work  0.059 
TETM  Man is working part time  0.010 
BEFRM Fixed-term  employment  (Man)  0.049 
WALCM  Man works more than 45 hors per week  0.170 
POLYTECM  Man has polytechnic school leaving degree
2)   0.138 
LEHREM  Man has passed vocational training  0.529 
FSM  Man has passed technical college  0.135 
UNIM  Man has university degree  0.105 
DEUTSCHM  Man is German  0.898 
LEHREF  Woman has passed vocational training  0.552 
FSF  Woman has passed technical college  0.099 
FHSF  Woman has degree of university of applied sciences  0.032 
ABIF Woman  has  Abitur
1) 0.175 
UNIF  Woman has university degree  0.076 
DEUTSCHF  Woman is German  0.899 
NBL  Observation is from territory of former GDR  0.212 
BOOM  Observation is from years 2000-2002  0.414 
1)  School leaving exam qualifying for university. 
2)   This is a school leaving degree that was common in the former GDR. 
 
  24Given the results of preliminary Probits and the consideration of plausible causalities in the 
light of what is known from population economics
28, their number was reduced to 39. This 
reduction was necessary in order to create a reasonable relationship between the number of 
possible micro-types (2
39=5,5⋅10
11) and the number of observations (420 758). Accordingly, 
the point of departure is the 40 variables listed and described in Table. 1. The field of incomes 
and human capital is covered very well, the usual demographic control for age etc. is given. 
What is lacking is a variable on public child-care facilities and variables relating to 
attitudes.
29 Therefore, with the data used in this investigation, we are able to prove the 
theories of Malthus and Becker, but that of Easterlin only insofar as it concerns the objective 
base of relative income.  
 
The main interest of this paper, however, is to test BR as a method. For this reason, we can 
accept that, in terms of content, not all of what might be desirable, is covered. In the next 
section, we compare BR versus Probit by splitting the data set, which still leaves about 200 




























                                                 
28 For example, women’s net incomes and household net incomes were not included in the list of regressors, 
because it is not clear whether the woman has no baby because she works or whether she does not work because 
there is a baby in the family. Another example is number of children living in the household. If we state in a 
regression that it has a negative influence on actual birth-events, we could explain this by saying that people who 
already have many children are less likely to have more. If we state that there is a positive relationship, we could 
explain this by saying that the number of children currently living in the household is an indicator of the 
preference for children. Therefore, in ambiguous cases like these, possible regressors were omitted, even if they 
were available in the micro-census. 
29 Which would be given in GSOEP. However, micro-census has the advantage of comprising far more 
observations than GSOEP and other data sets covering attitudes. 
  254. Comparing the Predictive Power of Probit and Boolean Regression 
 
In this section, we proceed as follows. The data set described in Section 3.2 is split into two 
halves: 
 
PAIR – number of observation is even  
IMPAIR – number of observation is odd. 
 
Since we can alter the sequence of the observations by a random- number-based process 
before they are split into two halves, it is possible to secure a random drawing when PAIR 
and IMPAIR are formulated. In Tables 2 and 3, the results are shown firstly for the sequence 
of observations which was just given by the SUF, and secondly for two more random 
drawings generated by different seeds of the random number generator. 
 
Next, we must list some further denotations, partly already known from Section 2.2. 
 
BIRTHp stands for the value the variable that BIRTH assumes for the members of data-set 
PAIR, 
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is a given ∧-form of the 39 Boolean variables x mentioned in Table 1 (besides BIRTH).  i
 
 
(4-2) Npm is the number observations in data set PAIR with Tm=1 
 Nim is the number observations in data set PAIR with Tm=1 
 
 
(4-3) Kpm is the number of observations in data set PAIR with Tm=1 and BIRTHpm=1 
 Kim is the number of observations in data set PAIR with Tm=1 and BIRTHim=1   . 
 
 
We now set two goals according to task c) in Section 2.2 (ex-ante prognosis), for both a direct 
prognosis interpretation and a probabilistic interpretation. Based on the information in the 






ki = I. the frequencies    in data set IMPAIR                 
 

























     Bayesian estimator  (4-5) 
 
(4-6) pim         Probit estimator 
 
In (4-5), α and β have to be assumed as parameters of a Beta-distribution. For (4-6), we 
estimate the coefficients of the linear form by means of the data set PAIR and evaluate the 
linear form and probabilities associated with these coefficients by means of the values that the 
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(4-7)  . 
 
If Npm=0 the Laplacian estimator is not defined.  
 
Next, we have to choose the parameters α and β in (4-5). In order to do so, the author took all 
41 152 Tm from data set PAIR (SUF order) with Nm≥30 and produced a plot of the 
frequencies of the k=Kp/Np. This plot is shown in Figure 2. Looking at the shape of the 
histogram, the author decided to set α=1. Using the SAS-Procedure UNIVARIATE, the other 
parameter of the Beta-distribution was estimated at β=5.08. For the following analysis, these 
values are used in (4-6). 
 
 






ki = (4-8)      
 
of BIRTHi=1 given Tm=1 in the control data set IMPAIR. We control the goodness of the 
estimators  ≥ m m m m hi pi i k i k , , , ˆ )
 by correlating them with kim for every m with  
 
(4-9) Npm >0 and Ni >0.  m 
 
The correlation coefficients that emerge are shown in Table 2, in which we vary the requests 
for the Nps and use 3 different ways to divide the data into the halves PAIR and IMPAIR. The 
first stems from the order given by the SUF itself and the other two are generated by a random 
drawing with different seeds. As can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 3, Probit estimators are 
better than Laplacian and Bayesian estimators, provided the number of observations on which 
they are based is less than about 30. Within this range, Bayesian estimators are again better 
than Laplacian estimators. Within the range Np>30, we find that the order reverses. The 
difference between Laplacian and Bayesian estimators becomes meaningless, but both are 
visibly superior to Probit. 
  27Fig. 2 Histogramm of the k=Kp/Np in data set PAIR with Np≥30 (SUF order) 
 
 
The frequencies of k=Kp/Np are calculated on the basis of 41152 observations with Npm≥30 in the data set 
PAIR. The black line shows the density of a Beta-distribution with α=1 and β=5.08. β was estimated by means 
of the SAS-Procedure UNIVARIATE. 
 
 
Tab. 2 Correlations of 4 different estimators of birth rates with actual rates in control 
data set 
Np>0  Np≥10 Np≥30 Np≥100   
Estimator  R # r # R # r # 
m i k ˆ 0.33844  22535  0.81574 2965  0.94480 897  0.98092  231   
0.34808  22530  0.82954 2978  0.94522 906  0.98061  227 
0.34442  22612  0.80961 2966  0.94491 881  0.97868  230 
m i k
) 0.37240  22535  0.82291 2965  0.94566 897  0.98073  231   
0.38471  22530  0.82989 2978  0.94423 906  0.98082  227 
0.37567  22612  0.81406 2966  0.94564 881  0.97842  230 
0.51491  22535  0.84305 2965  0.92588 897  0.95592  231  pim
0.51704  22530  0.83811 2978  0.92390 906  0.94853  227 
0.51728  22612  0.82663 2966  0.92748 881  0.95261  230 
0.51715  22535  0.84893 2965  0.94566 897  0.98073  231  him
0.51926  22530  0.84403 2978  0.94423 906  0.98082  227 
0.51785  22612  0.83325 2966  0.94564 881  0.97842  230 
r = correlation coefficient of estimator with fractions (4-8). 
# = number of ∧-forms Tm with Npm>n and Nim>0. 
Significance of r is better than 0.0001 in all cases. 
Bold numbers refer to a data division according to the SUF order of observations, the other numbers refer to a 
random drawing based on two different random number seeds. 
  28Fig. 3 Correlations of 3 different estimators of birth rates with actual rates in control  
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The figure shows the dependency of the correlations of three kinds of estimators on the number of observations. 
Exact values are given in Tab. 2. The values of the Laplacian estimators are white, the values of the Bayesian 
estimators grey and the values of the Probit estimators are black. 
 
The explanation of this phenomenon is probably as follows. The standard deviations of the 
Laplacian estimators and the Baysian estimators are large for small Nps. That Probit 
estimators are better under these conditions shows that there is a certain structure in the 
dependency of the birth rates in terms of the variables mentioned in Table 1. Obviously, there 
must be at least some variables that generally increase or decrease birth rates, mostly without 
regard to the cofactors with which they are combined in the Tms. Therefore, for Tms with a 
small Npm, it seems to be better to interpolate the additive effect of the variables involved in 
Tm, as Probit does, rather than to rely on estimated frequencies as in the the Laplacian 
approach. For a similar reason, Bayesian estimators seem more accurate than Laplacian, 
because in this case birth rates are gradually interpolated by their overall mean α/(α+β). For 
large Npms, however, the combined effect of variables in the Tm can be measured with a 
sufficient precision and, as Tab. 2 shows, play a decisive part in yielding better predictions 
than simple interpolation techniques. The turning point seems to be at observation numbers of 
about 30. 
 
30 For those familiar with complexity theory and its metaphor of fitness landscapes , the entire 
matter can be expressed easily. Globally, the landscape is smooth, but if more precise 
measurement is possible, we can see a roughness that merits our attraction if we wish to 
increase our predicative capacity.  
Given these considerations, we must assume that the threshold value of about 30 depends on 
the structure of the data on hand. One might imagine constructing a data set, for which the 
values of the dependent variable are chosen arbitrarily. In such a case, the N-threshold might 
                                                 
30 See Kauffman (1995, pp 163), Frenken (2006, p. 11) 
  29be less. On the other hand, if there were a nearly totally linear dependency on the variables, N 
might be even greater. Consequently, we can state that the threshold N must be estimated 
from the data on hand. For other data sets, it might assume different values. Accordingly, 
further empirical investigation of this point is necessary. We will come back on this in Section 
6.2. 
 
The observations made in Table 2 and Figure 3 and the above comments suggest that it would 
be advisable to use a hybrid composition of Probit and Bayesian (or Laplacian) estimators. 
For values of N less than 30, the Probit predicators are used, otherwise Bayesian predictors 
are used. him (3-7) is just such an estimator and its overall superiority with respect to the data 
on hand is clear from its construction. Other suggestions for constructing such a hybrid 
estimator are easily formulated.
31 However, we will not pursue this point further in the 
present paper. 
 
Instead, we turn to the question of how well our regression procedures work, if the objective 
is the correct prediction of a Birth event. With respect to the considerations in Section 2.2, we 
should predict for the data set IMPAIR as follows: 
 
(4-10)    
else IRTH B
BIRTH ob if IRTH B
0 ˆ
5 . 0 ) 1 ( Pr 1 ˆ
=
> = =
                                                                                                                     . 
 
For Prob(BIRTH=1) we might substitute any of the estimators (4-4) – (4-7). The goodness of 
this prediction rule can be tested by comparing the predicted values  IRTH B ˆ with the actual 
values BIRTHi in the data set IMPAIR. The prediction rule commits an error if: 
 
(4-11)   ,  BIRTHi IRTH B ≠ ˆ
 
that is, if the predicted value is not the same as the real value of BIRTH in the data set 









(4-12)                           
 
with Ni=210379, the number of observations in data set IMPAIR. Table 3 shows error-rates 
and hit-rates for Bayesian
32 and Probit estimators. At first glance, hit-rates of more than 80 %, 
as shown in Tab. 3, look quite well. However, one has to consider that the mean of the 
variable BIRTH in the data set IMPAIR is 0.1655679. Therefore, if we always simply 
predicted BIRTH=0, the error-rate would also be 0.1655679. The error-rates that we obtain 
from Bayesian or Probit based prediction are not even one percent better than this trivial 
natural error-rate.  
                                                 
31 In this context, Braumoeller (2003, 2004) should be mentioned. He also proposes a combination of Probit and 
Boolean calculus although his approach is very different from what is proposed in this paper. Our approach 
estimates the Boolean relationships, whereas Braumoeller confirms a Boolean relationship, which must be 
formulated as an ex-ante hypothesis by the analyst. 
32 If a certain Type Tm occurred in data set IMPAIR, but not in data set PAIR, the Bayesian estimator was fixed 
to be 0. 
  30Tab. 3 Hit-rates obtained from directly predicting BIRTH-events with Bayesian and 
Probit estimation 
 
Error rate  Hit rate   
(1) Bayesian   0.1622358 0.8377642 
(2) Probit  0.1646885 0.8353115 
(3) Mean of BIRTH in IMPAIR  0.1655679   
(3) – (1)  0.0033321 
(3) – (2)  0.0008794 
 
 
Therefore, for the data on hand, it seems to be of little use to pursue direct Boolean 
forecasting any further. Predicting probabilities, however, proves useful, especially as we are 
dealing with a large number of observations, so that probabilities yield actual frequencies. 
Hence, in the next section, we apply the methods, tested in this section by splitting the data 




































  315. Boolean Estimation of the Complete Data Set - Results 
 
Based on the results of Section 4, we will investigate the complete data set of 420 758 
observations in this section by means of hybrid estimators. Descriptive statistics of the data 
set were provided in Table 1. First, in Table 4, we show the result of a pure Probit estimation. 
 
Tab. 4 Probit estimates for BIRTH (N=420 758 observations) 
Variable  Coeff.  α  Variable  Coeff.  α 
ALTERF1  1.5727 0.0001 AZUBIM  0.4245 0.0042 
ALTERF2  1.5603 0.0001 SOLDATM  0.3899 0.0073 
ALTERF3  1.3339 0.0001 ASUM 0.1145 0.0001 
ALTERF4  0.7479 0.0001 TETM 0.1681 0.0001 
EHE  1.0076 0.0001 BEFRM  0.0654 0.0001 
ALTERM1 0.5897  0.0001  WALCM  -0.0095  0.2489 
ALTERM2 0.4414  0.0001  POYTECM -0.0928  0.0001 
MITHM 0.7813  0.0001  LEHREM  -0.0314  0.0001 
UNTM 0.5718 0.0001 FSM  -0.0125 0.2025 
ICHAGM  0.6449 0.0001 UNIM 0.0674 0.0001 
ARBM 0.5662 0.0001 DEUTSCHM -0.0943 0.0001 
NETM 0.7177 0.0001 LEHREF  0.0320 0.0001 
ANGM  0.5387 0.0002 FSF  0.0294 0.0078 
BAUER  0.6537 0.0001 FHSF  0.0888 0.0001 
BEAM 0.4834 0.0008 ABIF  0.0631 0.0001 
CLASSM1  0.2115 0.0001 UNIF  0.1218 0.0001 
CLASSM2 0.1364  0.0001  DEUTSCHF  -0.0283  0.0095 
CLASSM3 0.4205  0.0001  NBL  -.1028  0.0001 
CLASSM4  0.6234 0.0001 BOOM  0.0690 0.0001 
CLASSM5 0.6538  0.0001  Ψ-R
2 20.9 %   
α is a measure of the significance of the regressors. ψ-R
2 denotes the McFaddens pseudo coefficient of 
determination, a measure of the goodness of fit. For details, see the end of Section 2.1. 
 
The Probit results show some general trends in our data set. Fertility is higher among women 
younger than thirty, than among those older than thirty. The same holds for men. Fertility is 
higher for married couples than for unmarried couples. With respect to men’s professions 
little difference can be found between blue and white collar workers, but civil servants and 
soldiers seem to have a slightly lower level of fertility, and farmers and small-firm 
entrepreneurs and unemployed people, a slightly higher fertility. The dependency on men’s 
income is U-shaped. The lowest income cohort has a higher value than the second lowest. For 
the other income classes birth rates rise with increasing income. Men looking for work or who 
are employed part-time or temporarily, evidence a lower fertility rate. On the other hand, 
those working more than forty hours per week also have relatively few young children. Male 
levels of vocational training seem to have little influence, university degrees, however, 
increase fertility rates marginally. The same holds, more or less, for women (sic!). This is an 
obvious contradiction to Becker’s theory of fertility and a relatively new phenomenon for 
Germany. Among current young German parents or might-be parents, the income effect 
seems to dominate the price effect of children.
33 In summary, couples living in Eastern 
Germany and those with German nationality have fewer children. In the relatively prosperous 
years or 2000-2002, the number of births was higher than in the precedent years. Therefore, 
from our Probit results, we acquire a picture that very reminiscent of Malthus’ and Easterlin’s 
                                                 
33 There is a special paper on this subject: Hufnagel (2008a). 
  32explanations. Low incomes, poor training, insecure employment or joblessness and poor 
general economic conditions all contribute to low fertility rates in Germany. 
 
Having obtained an overview on the data structure in this manner, we turn to a more detailed 
analysis by BR. Based on the insights from Section 4, we determine the Bayesian estimators 
m k
)
 for the complete data set given by (4-5), for the probability of a birth event. In this respect, 
we restrict the analysis to those derived from ∧-products Tm with Nm≥30. We find 1849 such 
products, covering 232 489 couples, i.e. 55 % of all observations. The values of Nm range 
between 30 and 4182, their mean is 125 and the median 56. The mean of the  m k
)
 is 15.8 %, 
their lowest value is 0, their highest value 71 %. Figure 4 contains the histogram of the values 











Table 5 gives some examples of the Tm-products and their characteristics. Many of the micro-
types with very low birth-rate values reveal that the wife is older than 40, such as No. 4. 
However, there are also micro-types, where the woman is younger than 40, for example, No. 
274 and No. 448, with very low birth-rates. In the latter two cases, the couple is not married. 
Couple No. 274 are qualified workers, couple No. 448 have university degrees, both with 




  33  34
Tab. 5 Micro-Types Tm with very low, average and very high birth-rates 
 
m
1) 4 274  448 1123  1158 1203 1841 1847 1849 
Nm 1776 41  66 336  120 106 151 110  71 
Birth-rate  0.0028 0.021 0.028 0.152 0.161 0.176 0.643 0.681 0.701
 
σ
2) 0.0013 0.021 0.019 0.019 0.032 0.059 0.038 0.043 0.052
1 ALTERF3  0 0  1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2 ALTERF2  0 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 ALTERF1  0 0  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
4 ALTERF4  0 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
5 EHE  1 0  0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 ALTERM2  0 1  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
7 ALTERM1  0 0  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
8 MITHM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 UNTM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 ICHAGM  0 0  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
11 ARBM  1 0  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
12 NETM  0 0  0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
13 ANGM  0 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
14 BAUER  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 BEAM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 CLASSM1  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 CLASSM2  1 0  0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
18 CLASSM3  0 1  1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
19 CLASSM4  0 0  0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
20 CLASSM5  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 AZUBIM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 UNIF  0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 SOLDATM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 ASUM  0 0  0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
25 FHSF  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 TETM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 FSF  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 LEHREF  1 1  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
29 NBL  1 0  0 0 1  0 0 0 
30 DEUTSCHF  1 1  1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
31 BEFRM  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 ABIF  0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 UNIM  0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 WALCM  0 0  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
35 FSM  0 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 LEHREM  1 0  0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
37 POLYTECM  1 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
38 DEUTSCHM  1 1  1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
39 BOOM  0 1  0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
1) The Micro-Types Tm were ranked by ascending birth-rate 
2) Standard-deviations of the Bayesian estimators “birth-rate” in the line above. 
 
 
 Fig. 5 A comparison of Bayesian and Probit estimators of Birth-rate 










































a) The points represent combinations of Bayesian and Probit estimators for the birth-rate for all 1849 Micro-
types with Nm≥30. Comparing with the 45°-identity-line, we see remarkable differences between the two kinds 
of estimators. 
 











































b) The points represent combinations of Baysian and Probit estimators for birth-rate for all 1849 Micro-types 
with Nm≥30. In addition to Figure 5a), approximately 90 % confidence intervals for the Bayesian estimators are 
marked by vertical lines. It can clearly be seen that the deviations of the Probit estimators are significant in 
numerous cases. 



















































d) The difference between the Probit estimators and the upper boundary of a 99 %- percent confidence interval is 
shown for all micro-types, for which it is positive, in dependency on case numbers Nm. 
 

























e) The difference of the Probit estimators and the lower bound of a 99 %- percent confidence interval is shown 
for all micro-types, for which it is negative, in dependency on case numbers Nm. 
 
 
Couples 1123, 1158, 1203 with average birth rates are all married and a little older than the 
others. Professional status and income, nationality, region and income assume variant values. 
The last three couples with very high birth-rates have in common that the wives are relatively 
young (and that they are legally married), but they also differ from each other with respect to 
some other characteristics. 
 
Table 5 illustrates that a list of micro-types can provide detailed information, but does not 
permit the recognition of some more general trends. To detect those, one has to look at the 
signs of the coefficients in Table 4, based on a Probit estimation. Could it be that micro-types 
with high birth rates in Table 5 are explained mainly by a superposition of favourable 
characteristics according to Table 4.? In order to answer this question, we consider Figure 5 
which shows that, at least for dozens of micro-types, there are significant differences between 
the Probit and Bayesian estimators of birth-rates. As we know from Section 4, the Bayesian 
estimators are the more reliable ones. Hence, the birth-rates derived from Boolean regression 
convey more information than those from Probit. They cannot simply be interpreted as a 
simple superposition of general trends as can already be seen in Tab. 4. 
 
Let us approach this point from still another direction. Imagine, we are concerned with the 
question of how to increase birth-rates in Germany. Looking at the Probit estimates, this 
question can easily be answered at first glance, simply by setting the variables with positive 
coefficients in Tab. to 1 and those with negative coefficients to 0. However, this approach is 
not very useful. We cannot make German people younger or older at will. Also, altering 
incomes is not a very plausible solution, unless one considers the association of income with 
profession and education. Accordingly, we must simulate the situation more carefully. The 
basic ideas are firstly, that some variables must not change at all. Secondly, variables cannot 
change in an isolated manner. Instead, only a change from one micro-type to another that is 
empirically plausible, is possible. Therefore, we allow only micro-types as the aim of a 
transition that can be found in our data. 
 
  37Accordingly, we proceed as follows. The following variables must not change: 
 
ALTERF1, ALTERF2, ALTERF3, ALTERF4, EHE, ALTERM1, ALTERM2, DEUTSCHF, 
DEUTSCHM, NBL. 
 
By fixing the age-variables, we avoid meaningless results as that birth-rates in Germany 
would rise drastically if women were younger. Marital state plays an important role for birth-
rates. If we permitted the variable EHE to change from 0 (unmarried) to 1 (married), we could 
also simulate an enormous rise in birth-rates. However, it seems more likely that people do 
not get married because they do not want to have children.
34 Therefore, we do not permit the 
variable EHE to change. That the average birth-rates in Germany would increase if East-
Germans were West-Germans, would represent a simplistic insight. Rather, we are interested 
in the reasons why East-Germans have such low birth-rates. Therefore, the variable NBL is 
not permitted to change. Finally, past experience demonstrated, and it is to be expected for the 
future that immigrants adapt to German behavioural patterns. For this reason, the variables 
DEUTSCHF and DEUTSCHM are also not permitted to change. The remaining variables 
(compare with Table 5) reflect mainly socio-economic reasons. Hence, the proposed 
simulation concentrates on socioeconomic causes of low or high fertility. 
 
In the next step, we set a parameter w, the number of variables which are allowed to change. 
We then make a simulation as follows. Each micro-type Tm may change to a micro-type Tm’, 
where Tm’ is that type with the highest possible estimated birth rate that can be achieved with 
not more than w variables changing. It should be emphasised that a change is only allowed 
between micro-types that exist empirically, which refers, in our case, to micro-types Tm, Tm’ 
that occur with case numbers Nm>0 and Nm’>0 in our data set. We define the relative 
increment of birth rates by RIBR: 
 
1 − =
before births of Number
births of number Simulated
RIBR (5-1)          . 
 
Sample size is 420 758 and number of births before is 70 008 if we allow for all micro-types 
with Nm>0. Sample size is 232 489 and number of births before is 35 847 if Nm≥30 is 
requested. The simulated number of births can be yielded either by Bayesian estimates or by 
Probit estimates. A comparison of Bayesian-based and Probit-based results for RIBR is given 
in Table 6, depending on the different values of w, for the sample of micro-types with Nm≥30. 
 
Tab. 6 Simulated relative increments in births (RIBR) in the sample with Nm≥30 
depending on the numbers of allowed variable changes w 
w  1 2  3 4  5  10 
Bayesian est.  24,5 %  47.3 %  61,9 %  74,4 % 84.7 %  113.5 % 
Probit est.  7,2 %  22,5 %  30,0 %  34,3 % 39,1 %  59,7 % 
Lower bound Bay. est.  3,2 %  9,5 %  13,2 %  17,8 % 22,6 %  42,8 % 
 
It can clearly be seen that the simulated increment of birth rates is greater if we work with 
Bayesian estimators rather than Probit estimators. Using the differences in micro-types in 
fitting detail yields higher total birth rates than only using general trends based on Probit 
results. That high or low birth rates are not just the additive outcome of general trends can 
also be seen from Table 7. 
                                                 
34 Evidence to support this supposition is given in Höhn et al. (2006, pp. 32-33). Brose (2006, p. 275), however, 
argues that being married leads to greater fertility. 
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Tab. 7 Number of variables switching during a simulation 
 
  Column N
o.  1 2  3  4 5  6 
   w=5 
   Bayesian Probit 
N
o. Variable  #(0→1) #(1→0) # net #(0→1) #(1→0) # net 
8  MITHM  0 0  0  0 0  0 
9  UNTM  42 77  -35  47 34  13 
10  ICHAGM  23 33  -10  138 0  138 
11  ARBM  207 274  -67  131 210  -79 
12  NETM  74 80  -6  44 72  -28 
13  ANGM  353 177  176  167 131  36 
14  BAUER  57 12  45  167 3  164 
15  BEAM  39  89 -50  0  72 -72 
16  CLASSM1 34 21  13  45 15  30 
17  CLASSM2  50  321 -271  3  492 -489 
18  CLASSM3 275 245  30  298 485  -187 
19 CLASSM4  272  78  194  380  103  277 
20  CLASSM5 38 46  -8  211 3  208 
21  AZUBIM 0 5  -5  0 5  -5 
22 UNIF  201  55  146  441  3  438 
23  SOLDATM  0 3  -3  0 3  -3 
24  ASUM  78 64  14  56 45  11 
25 FHSF  178  11  167  9  27  -18 
26  TETM  0 0  0  0 0  0 
27  FSF  27  156 -129  0  130 -130 
28  LEHREF  214 377  -163  294 239  55 
31  BEFRM  28  41 -13  0  42 -42 
32  ABIF  430 42  388  457 19  438 
33  UNIM  96 91  5  497 2  495 
34 WALCM  135  167  -32  101  63  38 
35  FSM  77 190  -133  33 219  -186 
36  LEHREM  158 339  -181  145 269  -124 
37  POLYTECM  28 76  -48  7 171  -164 
39 BOOM  365  257  128  778  19  759 
  Σ  3479 3327  152  4449 2876  1573 
  Σ |  |     2612    6200 
#(0→1) refers to the number of cases in which the variable changes from 0 to 1 during the simulation. #(1→0) 
refers to the number of cases in which the variable changes from 1 to 0 during the simulation. # net = #(0→1) - 
#(1→0). w is the greatest number of variable changes allowed during the simulation when changing one micro-
type Tm to another micro-type Tm’. 
 
During the simulation described above, a number v(m,m’) ≤w of variables changes for each 
transition Tm→Tm’. The number of cases that a certain variable changes in total during all 
these transitions is listed in Table 7. Columns 1 and 4 show the number of changes from 0 to 
1, Columns 2 and 5, the number of changes from 1 to 0. Columns 3, 6 and 9 show the 
corresponding net effects. For the simulation based on the Probit estimators, one would expect 
the variable to move only in one direction, i.e. either Column 4 or Column 5 should be zero 
for each variable. However, not all variables are permitted to change and not all combinations of variables have an empirically detected counterpart, so that, even for Probit estimators, the 
variables do not switch in a unique sense.  
 
The same observation holds for the Bayesian estimators, for the same reasons and for a 
further reason as well: 
A simulation based on the Bayesian estimators makes use of local, globally unobservable 
differences in birth-rates. Looking at Columns 3 and 6 of Table 7, we can see that global 
measures for improving birth-rates, as suggested, for example, by the sign of the Probit 
coefficients in Table 4, might work in the expected direction, but that they are probably not 
the most efficient way to bring about greater birth-rates. Interventions specific to single 
micro-types will have a greater effect. Finally, by comparing the sums of variable changes, 
and the sum of absolute values of variable changes in Table 7, it becomes evident that such 
interventions would need significantly less variable switching if they were based on the 
Bayesian estimators. Accordingly, using them would be more efficient in the sense just 
described. 
 
To conclude, differences in birth-rate levels that are not globally predictable, have a 
remarkable magnitude. It is worth estimating the relationships by means of many Bayesian 
estimators and not only through a simplifying Probit procedure.  
 
Now let us look again at the suggested increments in birth-rates in Table 6. For Bayesian 
estimators with w=5 or w=10, we could produce a relative increment of 84.7 % or 113.5 %. If 
we took the current German fertility rate of about 1.4 as a base , we would attain an 
impressive fertility rate of 2.6 or even 3, last time seen in Germany at the peaks of the post-
war baby booms. Compare to this Figure 1. 
 
The numbers shown in the first line of Table 6 should rather be taken as an upper bound of 
what might be possible. There are two reasons for this supposition. The first is that we 
certainly should take real world frictions into account. The second reason stems from 




For the simulation, we use birth-rate estimators  . These are random variables. 
Approximating the Beta-distribution by means of a normal distribution, which seems to be 
justified for N 30, this can be represented by Equation (5-2).  m≥
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)
  (5-2) 
 
with the “true” value bm of birth-rate in micro-type Tm and a standard normal distributed 








. It must be expected that, by selecting a   this way, we not only find a micro-
type Tm’ with a high true value bm’, but also one for which ε assumes a high value. We must 




m’ is generally lower than  . Assume, for a given micro-type Tm, 














, we assume that the ε belonging to   is also the greatest of all. The greatest 
value ε  of n realisations of a standard normal distributed random variable follows an extreme 
value distribution with the density function: 
 
1 ) ( ) ( ) (
− Φ ⋅ ⋅ =
n n f ε ε ϕ ε (5-3)   . 
  40Let be ε’ the mode of the density function (5-3). Using (5-2), we obtain a plausible lower 
bound for the bm’ by: 
 
, , , ' m m m k b σ ε ⋅ − =
)
(5-4)     . 
 
If the simulation is redone using (5-4), we obtain the results shown in the last line of Table 6. 
As expected, we obtain lower simulated birth-rates. However, they are still considerable. A 
rise in German birth-rates of 42.8 %, as predicted for w=10, would lead to a fertility rate of 2, 
enough for reproduction through own births. As the last line of Table 6 must be considered 
rather as the lower bound of what is possible, our simulation shows that fertility rates above 
than 2 could be obtained if economic conditions improved and if there was a fine tuning of 
measures according to the micro-types in German society. 
 
 
Tab. 8 Simulated relative increments of birth-rates RIBR in the sample with Nm≥1, 
depending on the numbers of permitted variable changes w 
 
w 5  10  15 
Lower bound hybrid estimator  38,7 %  60,1 %  60,1 % 
 
 
We now investigate this in more detail. In order to do so, we use the entire data set of all 
micro-types with Nm>0. There are 72935 micro-types with Nm>0. However, a change in one 
micro-type to a better one is only allowed if Nm≥30 holds for the target micro-type. There are 
1849 micro-types with Nm≥30. The results for the RIBR, depending on the numbers of 
changes permitted for w, are shown in Table 8. We use the hybrid estimators h described by 
Equation (4-7). The estimated birth rates of the target micro-types are adjusted downwards as 
described by equation (5-4). It can be seen that, for more than w=10 permitted changes in the 
variables, no more gains in the estimated overall birth-rates are yielded. A RIBR of about 40 
% would raise German birth-rates to a value of about 2. Therefore, in the analysis below, we 
restrict ourselves to the case w=5, and outline the results based on this assumption. 
 
Figure 6 or Table 9 show the number of changes in each variable during the simulation with 
w=5. The first remarkable fact is that none of the variables changes only into one direction. 
This is again an indication that the Probit results given in Table 4 might be misleading. 
 
Furthermore, it is clearly evident that the level of income shifts from lower to higher classes. 
Birth rates in Germany would be higher if men earned more, at first glance, a definite 
confirmation of Malthus’ ideas. However, Figure 6 reveals more. The shift in professional 
status is not in the same direction. The groups of entrepreneurs and civil servants who 
normally earn fairly well, will decline in numbers, and the groups of workers and employees 
gain members. High earnings also normally presuppose high levels of human capital. 
However, there is no evidence of this among men; vocational training gains (LEHREM), 
those with elaborate vocational training decline in numbers, the group with university degree 
(UNIM) remain unchanged. Another way to increase income is to increase the number of 
hours worked. Figure 6, however, provides evidence to the contrary. The group of men 
working more than 45 hours per week (WALCM) yields impressive net losses. On the other 
hand, working too few hours also leads to lower birth rates, as can be seen by looking onto the 
net balance of the variables TETM and NETM, part time employed and non working men.  
  41Fig. 6 Number of variables switching during a simulation with all micro-types with 
Nm≥1 and all micro-types with Nm≥30 as the target. Number of permitted changes w=5. 

































  42Tab. 9 Number of variables switching during a simulation with all micro-types with 
Nm≥1 and all micro-types with Nm≥30 as the target. Number of permitted changes w=5. 
 
N
o. Variable  # net  #(0→1) #(1→0) 
8 MITHM  0  159  -159 
9 UNTM  465  2474  -1982 
10 ICHAGM  209  2636  -2427 
11 ARBM  6185  2140  4045 
12 NETM  1310  2080  -770 
13 ANGM  6726  2735  3991 
14 BAUER  789  166  623 
15 BEAM  714  2020  -1306 
16 CLASSM1  357  2321  -1964 
17 CLASSM2  948  6343  -5295 
18 CLASSM3  6803  2052  4751 
19 CLASSM4  4248  1106  3142 
20 CLASSM5  639  933  -294 
21 AZUBIM  0  296  -296 
22 UNIF  2754  1122  1632 
23 SOLDATM  0  1000  -1000 
24 ASUM  1486  807  679 
25 FHSF  1255  1537  -282 
26 TETM  0  1228  -1228 
27 FSF  465  3974  -3509 
28 LEHREF  6233  2916  3317 
31 BEFRM  73  4047  -3974 
32 ABIF  3648  4259  -611 
33 UNIM  1936  1912  24 
34 WALCM  1224  5778  -4554 
35 FSM  1023  3795  -2772 
36 LEHREM  4904  3505  1399 
37 POLYTECM  1547  2210  -663 
39 BOOM  5031  4202  829 
 
 
However, again, a man looking for work (ASUM) is favourable for fertility, whereas a man 
having insecure employment discourages fertility. The phase of economic cycle (BOOM), 
also exerts a rather modest influence on birth-rates. It seems reasonable that short-term 
fluctuations cannot be decisive for a “long-termed investment” as a child. 
 
Therefore, we gain an approximate picture of the characteristics men should have if they are 
to be chosen by women as possible fathers of their children. They should be busy, but not too 
much so. They should also have secure employment. They should earn well, but without 
working too hard, either in terms of actual working hours, or past investment in human 
capital. In short: children are born where and when life is easy and the prospects for the future 
are good – largely in line with the ideas of Malthus, Easterlin and Colinvaux. 
 
  43What about Becker’s position that women will have fewer children, the greater their level of 
human capital? Instead of this direct inverse connection, we believe rather that it would be U-
shaped. The low degree LEHREF and the high degree UNIF increase in number, the more 
average degrees FSF, ABIF, FHSF decrease in number, or remain more or less equal. It can 
be supposed that the income effect on children outweighs the price effect on children for high 
levels of human capital.
35
 
Not only an overview of the variables that change during the simulation is of interest, but also 
a look at the micro-types that are the objectives of changing from one micro-type to another. 
There are 560 micro-types that occur as attractors during our simulation. Many of them attract 
only a few of other micro-types. The measure “# target of a change” indicates how many 
micro-types changed to the indicated micro-type. Figure 7 shows that some micro-types 
attract several hundreds of other micro-types. Table 10 shows the 12 most “attractive 
attractors” during the simulation described above.  
 
The first potentially striking observation one can make is that not only micro-types with high 
birth-rates are found among the most attractive ones. Types A, C, F, K and L have birth-rates 
far below the average. What they all have in common is that the mother is older than 40. 
Therefore, from a demographic point of view, our attention is directed to the fact that birth 
rates would be increased, if more people beyond the thirties became parents. Surely, from a 
doctor’s point of view, this might not be the best advice. Therefore, this point is left open in 
the context of this paper. Nevertheless, our method yields some rare insights. 
 
 
Fig. 7  Histogram of absolute frequencies of attractors during simulation by # target of a 
change 
 
                                                              # target of a change 
                                                 
35 See again Hufnagel (2008a). 
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Tab. 10 The 12 most attractive micro-types during simulation 











































































Birth-rate  .10 .60 .07 .46 .59 .08 .25 .70 .65 .10 .08 .64 
 
# target of a 
change 
806 772 767 685 573 555 495 492 387 370 356 351
1 ALTERF3  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
2 ALTERF2  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
3 ALTERF1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 ALTERF4  0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
5 EHE  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
6 ALTERM2  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
7 ALTERM1  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
8 MITHM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 UNTM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
10 ICHAGM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 ARBM  0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
12 NETM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 ANGM  1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
14 BAUER  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
15 BEAM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
16 CLASSM1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 CLASSM2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 CLASSM3  1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
19 CLASSM4  0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
20 CLASSM5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 AZUBIM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 UNIF  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
23 SOLDATM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 ASUM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 FHSF  1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 TETM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 FSF  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 LEHREF  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
29 NBL  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 DEUTSCHF  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
31 BEFRM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 ABIF  1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
33 UNIM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
34 WALCM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
35 FSM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
36 LEHREM  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
37 POLYTECM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
38 DEUTSCHM  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
39 BOOM  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
1) The German Micro-census does not collect data on the income of farmers. The other attractors in Table 10 have very high birth-rates. Among them is Type I, a farming 
couple. As Becker (1981) pointed out, from a theoretical point of view, it is very likely that 
farmers would have many children, because food is abundant and children can be a big help 
around the farm. In a direct sense, birth-rates in Germany would then logically be higher if the 
society were more agrarian. Micro-type I may not seem very helpful, but in the fairly indirect 
sense that birth-rates would be higher if rearing children were cheaper, it surely is. 
 
Looking at the attractors in Tab. 10, we can identify two general trends. 
 
Firstly, life is relatively secure. Nearly all couples are married, no man is a soldier, and none 
of the men, besides the farmer, is an entrepreneur. None is looking for work or temporarily 
employed. 
 
Secondly, income is above average and earned without large investments in current or past 
work. Note that all couples belong to Income Classes 3 or 4, that only in two cases the weekly 
hours of work are greater than 45 and that the level of human capital is relatively low, in 
relation to the above-average incomes that are earned. There is only one couple with a 
university degree among the list of Table 10, but there are many which have just completed 
some vocational training. 
 
Therefore, all in all, we obtain the same result as suggested by the earlier interpretation of 
Table 9. Birth rates in Germany would be increased, if people were economically better off, if 
their lives were more secure and if they were likely to become more prosperous over time. 
 
The results of this section will be considered again in the following final section, the 


























  466. Conclusions 
 
In this concluding section, we briefly resume the discussion on the possible consequences for 
social policy in Germany which were outlined at the end of Section 5. We then discuss the 
consequences for methodology that arise from the insights gained in Sections 4 and 5 in 
Subsections 6.2 and 6.3.  
 
 
6.1 How to Increase German Birth Rates – Economic Determinants 
 
The Social-Democrat/Ecologists Government, elected in 1998 and again in 2002, redefined 
family policy fundamentally. Family policy and gender policy were mixed. Issues such as the 
extension of public child-care facilities and reconciling the needs of the job to the needs of the 
family were seen as central instruments of family and population policy. Politicians could 
base these ideas on expertises as BMFSFJ (2005) and Höhn et al. (2006). The notion was 
proposed of abolishing the advantages couples have due to the German income tax system in 
order to create resources to finance the planned new form of family politics. The 
Christian/Social-Democrat government, which was elected in 2005, is currently pursuing this 
approach. Again, conflicts on the distribution of resources and money are involved, as the 
more social-conservative wing of the Christian democrats is demanding compensations in the 
form of higher direct subsides to families, which do not wish to use the new public child care 
facilities which are to be established. 
 
It might be well true that delays in German gender policy are one cause of the low fertility 
rates in Germany. That it cannot be the only cause can be seen by simply looking again at 
Figure 1. The collapse of birth-rates in Eastern Germany during the Nineties is as substantial 
as the collapses after the World Wars and during the Great Depression, even though public 
child care facilities were available, at least to a much greater extent than in Western Germany. 
Therefore, it is easy to suspect that economic conditions count as well. However, to try to 
provide an econometric proof with SOEP-data is neither easy nor particularly convincing.
36 In 
the present investigation, it was possible to demonstrate the correlation between economic 
conditions and fertility rates. On the one hand, this is due to the recently available data set, on 
the other hand to a new method, that of combining Probit and BR. An impressive increment in 
German fertility rates would be possible, if people could gain more by means of less disutility. 
In terms of this view, low fertility rates in Germany are not only due to the rising levels of 
female education and work force participation, but also to the economic stagnation since the 
1980’. From a macro-economic point of view, declining birth rates in Germany are just part of 
a broader downward process, with respect to which it is difficult to discern cause and effect. 
Modest economic conditions lead to stagnating incomes, which lowers demand, in turn 
lowering the number of births, which again lowers demand, leading to the wrong size of 
infrastructure and a less innovative society. This lowers the number of net contributors to the 
social system, what raises the costs of labour, thus increasing the number of jobless again and 
so on. 
 
The key result of our investigation is hence that fertility is at least related to the same degree 
to macro-economic conditions as it is related to family-labour constellations. Therefore, 
family and population policy should not only focus on the Becker framework and its 
applications, but also on the Malthus-Easterlin framework and the interrelations between 
population economics and macroeconomics. 
                                                 
36 See Hufnagel (2004) and Witte, Wagner (1995). 
  47Accordingly, the results of this paper seem to be of considerable practical interest. We should 
meticulously revise the methodology used, without the “interruptions” caused by the tables 
and equations contained in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper. 
 
 
6.2 Consequences for Methodology 
 
Causal explanations are generally formalized using the language of mathematics. 
Mathematical equations describe invariants, that is, relationships which do not change. 
Knowing invariants is central for technological interest. It is often the basis for deriving rules 




R = (6-1)  . 
 
This tells us in words, that the quotient of tension and current intensity is constant as long as 




I = .  (6-2) 
 
This equation tells us that, for a given tension, electric current I can be regulated by 
resistance, because there is an inverse proportionality. On the basis of this invariant, we are 
able to construct a dimmer, for example. Now, from a mathematical point of view, Equation 
(1) is a very simple rule. In general, mathematics has established that true sentences can be 




The aim of empirical investigation is to find invariants in reality. Mathematical invariants can 
be less or more complex. Therefore, we should suppose that - at least a priori - empirical 
invariants can also be more or less complex. Certainly, we would prefer simple invariants, but 
if we cannot have both simultaneously, we should nevertheless accept per se an invariant that 
has been found. Although we tend to expect that laws are easy to communicate, this must not 
seduce us into rejecting instrumentally worthy results for their complexity. In the introduction 
of this paper, we mentioned that BR seems the natural way to perceive complex invariants in 
empirical observations, but that there are specific difficulties in application. In particular, we 
needed a) a measure of how well the estimated function fits the data; b) an algorithm to find 
the best fitting function; c) a measure of the significance of the estimated coefficients am. 
 
Concerning b), the calculations involved are feasible. On a 1,5 GHz-PC, they were conducted 
within a few hours, including data preparation and the simulations at the end of Section 5. 
 
Concerning a), the first available choice is to try to maximize hit-rates. For this purpose, the 
probabilities that for a given micro-type Tm, the depending variable y will take the value 1, i.e. 
πm=Prob(y=1|Tm=1), must be estimated as accurately as possible. We tried out three kinds of 
estimators: Laplacian, Bayesian and Probit. It turned out that which one is best, depends on 
Nm, the number of cases with Tm=1. We found that there is a specific threshold TH. If Nm is 
lower TH, Probit estimators are superior to Bayesian ones and these are again better than 
Laplacian ones. If Nm is greater TH, there is little difference between Laplacian and Bayesian 
                                                 
37 For more on this topic, see, for example, Barrow (1992) or (1994). 
  48estimators, but both are better than Probit. It is a simple consequence that a hybrid estimator, 
relying on Probit for a low Nm and on Bayesian (or Laplacian) estimators for a high Nm, will 
yield the most reliable values for Prob(y=1|Tm=1). Given these estimators and their 
probability density function, Problem c) can be solved. We set am=1, if πm≥½, and the 
measure of significance will be αm, the probability that πm <½ in the basic sample, although it 
was greater than ½ in the random sample under investigation. Knowing the probability 
density of πm, αm is found easily by means of integration. 
 





Let be given N observations of n BV x (regressors) and of one depending BV y. Find the 2
n
i  
Boolean coefficients am so that the number of observations with ε
[ν]=0 in 
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38 is maximized, i.e. number of hits is maximized.
 
II. Split the data set into two halves. For the first half, evaluate the Bayesian, Laplacian and 
Probit estimators of πm. 
 
III. Use the πm to predict actual frequencies in the second half of the data set. Determine a 
threshold TH, where the Laplacian and Bayesian estimators start to become superior to Probit 
estimators. 
 
IV. Knowing TH, evaluate hybrid estimators for πm and their levels of significance αm for the 
entire data set. 
 






The method suggested and its results require a few comments.  
 
 
1. Large data sets are needed 
 
Splitting the data set (Step II) and the determination of reliable Laplacian estimators require a 
large set of observations. Therefore, the natural field of application of BR seems to be micro-
census data and other very large data sets now becoming available for socio-economic 
research. These include particularly the data sets of the German Institut für Arbeitsmarkt- und 
Berufsforschung (IAB), with millions of observations, and finally, the German Census 
planned for the year 2011. 
 
                                                 
38 As shown in section 2.2, this is equivalent to a Maximum-Likelihood-approach. 
  492. Determination of a threshold 
 
If the number Nm of observations for which a micro-type Tm assumes the value 1 is low, 
Probit yields predicitions that are superior to Laplacian or Bayesian estimators. There is a 
threshold TH for which Laplacian and Bayesian estimators get better than Probit estimators. 
For the data used in this investigation, this threshold turned out to be about 30. It was argued 
in Section 4 that this number must have an empirical content. The fact that the standard 
deviations of the estimators decrease with increasing Nm cannot not solely be responsible for 
this phenomenon. The magnitude of TH should depend on the smoothness of the landscape 
under investigation. Concerning this point, further investigations are necessary, using further 
data sets as mentioned above and further selections of depending variables (other than BIRTH 
in the present investigation). We need to wait until a catalogue of thresholds has been 
produced, to be able to make some more general propositions on this theme. Assuming we do 
indeed obtain similar results, this will be an important insight from an epistemological point 
of view. Probit-like neuronal nets, such as animals use it, and the way fuzzy logic works, are 
not only simpler and faster, moreover, there is a further advantage. If the number of 
observations is relatively small, it is better to rely on the interpolation of general trends for 
special cases, instead of on predictions of frequencies based on only a handful of 
observations. Given the theme of this investigation, we should restrict these extrapolations to 
the social sense of man. However, we do find that people often behave as suggested by our 
findings. People often have to act and react in social situations that they encounter the first 
time in a given specific constellation. In such moments, they rely on their social intuition (or 
their pre-judgements). It would require dozens of observations to establish judgements on the 
frequencies of one’s own observations. Thus, it is perhaps this combination of the knowledge 
of many cases of different social types, gathered over long professional experience with a 
natural talent for summarizing social trends, that constitutes the superior expertise of 
outstanding psychologists, religious ministers or priests and social scientists (?). 
 
For social science, this would mean that the now prevailing quantitative methods, relying 
mainly on multivariate analysis (as Probit or similar regressions) can only constitute one 
fundamental pillar. The other would be the field of studying types and micro-types, referred to 
as qualitative social science, or Institutionalism (old and new), or Historism (older and newer, 
German and American) often – surely depending on the personal point of view – dismissed as 
a heterodox substream. However, the old arguments against Historicism, the reproach of 
Inductivism and its incapacity to formulate a general theory from the many available case 




3. Avoiding Inductivism 
 
It might be criticized that merely linking variables to micro-types and counting or estimating 
frequencies is a simple inductivist approach which inherits all its familiar weaknesses.
39
 
In particular, simply looking at the common emergence of phenomena over time gives no 
indication as to the causes and consequences. Even worse, correlations may be caused by 
further intervening variables, so that the instrumental utility of the results found in this way 
could be dubious. Therefore, the regressors in (2-14) cannot be chosen at will or at random. 
The author therefore proceeded as follows. First, based on common fertility theory, only those 
                                                 
39 For a comparison, see the Chapter 4 of Chalmers (2006). 
  50variables of the micro-census which probably exerted an influence on birth-rates were 
selected out of all variables available in the micro-census. Subsequently, one has to examine 
these variables if they are really causes and omit those which are not clear in this respect. For 
the example given, the list of variables in Table 1 does not include women’s income. It might 
be that there was a correlation, specifically, the lower her income, the higher her birth-rate. In 
this case, however, the direction of causality was not clear. Is her income low because she 
does not work, because there is a newly born child in the family, or had her low income 
merely strengthened her determination to stay at home and rear children? For this reason, this 
variable is omitted and instead, human capital instruments are used to capture the wage 
potential of women. Another example is the variable “number of the children in the 
household”. This could be an indicator that a given family loves children and that, therefore, 
the probability of another birth event is high.
40 On the other hand, a family that has many 
children might be less inclined to have more. Because we could not clarify this with the data 
on hand, the variable “number of children in the household” is not included in the set of 
regressors. Secondly, with the remaining set of regressors, a Probit was conducted. Variables 
that turned out to be insignificant were omitted. This was done for technical reasons, because 
the number of regressors in BR must be kept below a reasonable magnitude, to assure that 
enough micro-types remain with reasonably large Nms. However, it is also an additional filter 
for avoiding the occurrence of random results when doing BR. 
 
Assuming that the described clearing of the preliminary regressor set has been done before 
starting Step I, BR does not constitute crude and blind inductive data mining, but a method 
within the realm of sophisticated falsificationism, as it acknowledges and relies on the 
importance of pre-knowledge. 
 
 
4 Direct and probabilistic interpretation 
 
As pointed out in Section 2, there are two ways of interpreting BR. We can use (2-14) for 
direct predictions. For the data set under investigation, this approach delivered poor results. It 
was more fruitful to interpret BR in a probabilistic manner. This means predicting not the 
event of y=1, but its probability πm. For static predictions, the interpretational difference is 
unproblematic, because as stated above, we need large numbers of observations and hence can 
assume that probabilities emerge as frequencies in sufficiently large ensembles. In a dynamic 
context, when simulating iterations as given in equations (1-3) in the introduction, direct 
prediction would lead to completely meaningless results, because incorrect predictions 
cumulate over the time-path. This is considered in detail by Hufnagel (2008b). However, the 
latter paper also demonstrates that working with the dynamics of vectors of probabilities is 
likely to yield useful results.  
 
Accordingly, the method for socio-economic investigations introduced and referred to as BR 
in this paper has potential weaknesses that have to be overcome. It should rather be applied to 
very large data sets, and anchored in existing theoretical frameworks. Using the results for 
direct predictions will yield disappointing results, but using them for probabilistic predictions 
allows for reliable simulations. On the other hand, it could be shown that the process offers 
some specifics. In Section 4 evidence was provided that, if the number of observations is large 
enough, BR is superior to Probit. In Section 5, it could be shown that observing the detailed 
results of BR could increase the value of the depending variable (in this case BIRTH) 
significantly more than relying on global regressor variations as suggested by Probit. 
                                                 
40 Concerning attitudes towards children, see again Brose (2006). 
  51However, the interpretation of results turned out to be difficult. An inspection of thousands of 
micro-types cannot be done by one human mind. Computer programmes were also needed for 
interpretation, using concepts such as simulation and the determination of attractors. The 
result of a common multivariate analysis is easy to understand. The estimated coefficients of 
the regressors tell us what will happen if this regressor variable is changed. For a BR as 
presented in this paper, such an easy interpretation is no longer possible. We have to accept 
that we can see phenomena we could not see before, but only if we learn to interpret them, 
and we have to learn new methods of interpretation. In this sense, the methods proposed are a 
new instrument of social observation, comparable to the introduction of telescopes, 
microscopes, X-ray cameras or Geiger counters. In the following section, we discuss the 
potential role this method could play in socio-economics.  
 
 
6.3 Future Directions for the Social Sciences 
 
A superior principle of peripatetic physics was to rely on the information provided by the 
human senses, especially the visual sense. As Thomas Aquino stressed, we can rely on our 
senses, because their natural function is to help us to survive.
41 One central specific of the 
scientific revolution of the 16
th and 17
th century was that Galilei and Kepler relied not only on 
the senses to proof their theses and to disprove medieval points of view, but they also used a 
new instrument, the telescope. A central question during the debate was whether scientists can 
rely on what they can only see through a telescope, for example, the moons of Jupiter. Maybe 
what Galilei saw was an optical illusion, caused by the instrument and not something really 
out there in the universe? As Chalmers describes it, it took a long process to convince most 
astronomers to accept Galilei’s and Kepler’s observation. The proof, not absolutely 
compelling, but plausible, was that one could direct the telescope towards a distant object 
such as a tower, and convince oneself afterwards that that what one had seen through the 
telescope conformed to reality.  
 
Consider the role of this paper in a similar way. Applying BR to huge data sets with the help 
of fast computers and programs, interpreting the results by simulation, constitutes a new 
instrument for socio-economics.
42 We can see phenomena that we had not seen before, 
especially that Germany could achieve a considerably higher birth rate than the current one if 
life was easier. 
 
One could say that this merely confirms the theories of Malthus, Easterlin and Colinvaux. 
Indeed, one main function of this paper should be to show that the new “telescope” 
reproduces well-known objects correctly. The author would like to contest the word “merely” 
in the above phrase, however. Section 5 leaves us with more knowledge than we had before, 
especially concerning the potential magnitude of the income effect on births, which is much 
higher than the estimates of the Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend 
(2005). 
 
We follow essentially the ideas of Holland (1995) and Kauffman if we rely on simulation 
when interpreting the results of our BR. One might ask whether there is perhaps a more 
readily understandable way of interpreting the results of BR. One way to do this is as follows. 
 
                                                 
41 For some further insights into all these issues, see Chalmers (2006, p. 132 ff.). 
42 To illustrate what is meant, think back to the introduction of punch card computers into socio-economic 
research about 60 years ago, which for the first time, enabled the application of regressions to hundreds and 
thousand of observations (Pesaran 1991). 
  52Take two micro-types Tm and Tm’ with estimated frequencies πm and πm’. Test whether 
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Depending on how hard the test criterion is chosen, the number of micro-types will reduce to 
a greater or lesser extent. In order to understand the result, it would be comforting to end with 
only a handful of micro-types. However, it is necessary to clarify how much information 
would be lost when proceeding in this manner.  
 
The author’s conviction is that to conceive complexity, new methods are needed, such as 
those tried out in Section 5 of this paper. Recently published monographs suggest thinking of 
a world whose laws cannot be reduced to or deduced from a handful of simple principles, be it 
in the field of science (Laughlin 2005) or of economics (Werner 2003). If we continue 
thinking along these lines, there might be more than a handful of regular occurrences, but an 
enormous number remain, waiting to be detected and prepared for instrumental applications. 
Difficulties such as those encountered in this paper, show that the historists who thought 
along similar lines and to whom Werner explicitly refers, could not achieve their objectives, 
because the appropriate instruments were not available to them, namely large data sets and 
computers.  
 
In this context, the present paper is surely but a first step. However, the results seem 
promising enough to try out in a further step in some similar investigations. If successful, we 
will have more examples, also working on known themes with large data sets, that will not 
only reproduce known results but yield new or greater insights. Such a calibration of the new 
instrument might be necessary to broaden its use in socio-economics. Useful and productive 
results, which enhance our understanding of social life and enable instrumental applications in 
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